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LOG-LINE
Brighty and his team have bunches 
of fun putting on their thinking caps 

and getting super creative as they 
come up with Bright Ideas to power 

The Imaginarium.TM

LONG TAGLINE
Join Brighty and his friends in 

The Imaginarium, where 
Creativity is Power! TM

#CreativityIsPower

A BRIGHT NEW 
3d ANIMATED SERIES

Short TAGLINE
Every day’s a Brighty day! TM



“Every day’s a Brighty day” in the Imaginarium, the home of free play, creative thinking and fun-filled 
exploration!  Our host BRIGHTY and his team are always looking for new “bright ideas” as they put on 

their thinking caps and use their creative skills to solve problems and generate power 
for The Imaginarium. 

 
When the Powometer dips into the “Uh-Oh Zone” the lights in The Imaginarium flicker and dim! That 

means it’s time for Brighty and his team to spring into action and come up with creative solutions to make 
The Imaginarium shine again! 

The “Thinking Cap Song” is a fun and interactive way to get everyone excited about coming up 
with a new Bright Idea!

And before you know it, the whole team is pitching in to solve the challenge! As the Powometer moves 
back into the Bright Side, The Imaginarium once again pulses with creative power!!

Cooperating and working together isn’t always easy when everyone thinks so differently, but the team 
always finds a way to make it fun. And whenever one of his friends comes up with “bright idea,” Brighty 

flashes “ultra bright” to acknowledge and encourage awesome creative thinking! 

Synopsis

THEMES 
Cooperative and Creative Problem Solving, Engaged and Active Listening, 

Recognition, Respect and Value of Individuality.



With Brighty by your side

Every day’s a 
Brighty day

#EveryDay’sABrightyDay



PUT YOUR 
THINKING CAPS 

ON!
Put your 

thinking caps on!

We need some 
bright ideas.

Put your 
thinking caps on!

#PutYourThinkingCapsOn
*2D artwork not final 



CHARACTER OVERVIEW: 
Imaginarium team members - ROCKY, STRETCH, ZAP, CAMILLE and NOSEMARY
 have very different personalities and use their individual skills to pitch in to solve 

problems. Under the leadership of the Institute’s Director, DR. WATTS, 
Brighty and the crew break down big challenges into 

small tasks that everyone - in their own way - helps to complete. 
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Our host and star of the show, Brighty is 
a sweet and friendly firefly who lights up 

everyone’s life! The ultimate cheerleader for 
creative thinking, he encourages teamwork 

and solution building in a fun, high energy way.  
When one of his friends dons their thinking cap 

and comes up with a great idea, he goes into 
“superbright” mode!

BRIGHTY

#HaveABrightyDay



Cami
It’s easy to see what kind of mood 
Cami is in - literally - because this 
emotional gal wears her ever-
changing feelings like a coat of many 
colors! Even though it can be difficult, 
she is learning to use her words to ex-
press her feelings…most of the time. 

This fast-talking, feisty fox has a 
million ideas…all at the same time! 
His always-high energy and tendency 
to take short-cuts can get the best of 
him and often leads to silly mishaps! 
Though eager to help, Zap has to be 
reminded to slow down and focus on 
one thing at a time.

Even though he retreats into his 
shell whenever he gets nervous or 
scared, Rocky contributes to the 
team’s success in his own unique way. 
It may take him a bit longer to learn 
or do something, but he never gives 
up! 

Nosemary knows…or at least she thinks 
she does! When this perpetually curious 
anteater sticks her nose where it doesn’t 
belong, her biggest strength becomes 
her biggest weakness. This leads to 
funny situations that always become 
great learning opportunities.

ZAP

ROCKY NOSEMARY
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STRETCH
A bit awkward and self-conscious, 
this shy guy may be “all hooves” but 
he’s also all heart! Stretch’s eagerness 
to pitch in usually means more work 
for everyone, but that’s what friends 
are for! 

He may not have much to say, but 
The Imaginarium’s grumpy handy-
man is always ready with his trusty 
broom to “sweep” in and clean up 
whenever things get messy…and 
they always get messy!

GRUNT

The Director of The Imaginarium, 
Dr. Watts is the calm amidst the chaos. 
Her “360 degree view” helps the team 
sort out options when they take on a 
new challenge and solve any problems 
they face!

DR. WATTS
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The Imaginarium
The Imaginarium is 

dedicated to inspiring 
fun, creative thinking to 
make our world a better 

place for everyone!
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The Imaginarium is 
a very special free-play 

space where Brighty and 
his friends spend their days 

developing creative 
solutions to everyday 

challenges.

The Imaginarium
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The Imaginarium - ‘Back Yard’
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101
STRETCH’S SLAM DUNK: Stretch is sad. Everyone “thinks” he 

should be a good basketball player because he is so tall, but 
sports just aren’t his thing. The team helps him discover his 

confidence when he takes the chance to do something he has 
always avoided. 

EPISODES
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EPISODES
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102
THE BIG SLEEP...OVER: Cami is so nervous about her first sleepover at her 

cousin’s house that she doesn’t want to go. The team saves the day - night - 
when they create a special “comfy” that allows her to focus on the fun and 

not her fear.



EPISODES
103

SURPRI-UH-OH: When Zap’s in charge of hiding the decorations for Dr. 
Watts’ surprise birthday party and they get ruined, the team has to work 
together to come up with new decorations and help their friend deal with 

his bad feelings and realize that everyone makes mistakes. 
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EPISODES
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104
OH NOSE YA DON’T!: Nosemary is excited to be the judge for The Imaginarium’s 

Bake-Off, but when a bad cold leaves her nose all stuffed-up, her refusal to admit that she’s 
sick and unable to smell anything means that tasty treats aren’t the only things getting 

mixed-up!



EPISODES

105
EVERYONE HAS A STORY: Even though he tries 

just as hard - or harder - than everyone else, 
Rocky just can’t seem to read well enough to 

share his favorite book at story time. His friends 
pitch him help him figure out an awesome new 

way for him to tell the tale.
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EPISODES

106
ZAP’S PICNIC PROBLEM: Everyone has a 
job to do as the team prepares for the big 
Imaginarium Picnic. The only problem is 

that Zap just can’t seem to focus on his task 
and spends his time running between team 

members, trying to “help” them.
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EPISODES
107

EVERYTHING’S ART: 
When Stretch forgets to order the paint and other art 
supplies for Craft Day, the team starts exploring and 
soon discovers all of the wonderful ways to create art 

with items they already have. 
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EPISODES

108
BENT NOT BROKEN: 

Cami is very angry – and Rocky is very sad when he accidentally breaks her favorite toy. 
The team helps the two understand how they can work through hurt and angry feelings 

and still remain friends.
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EPISODES

109
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC: When The Imaginarium’s 

Melody Machine breaks, the team has to come up 
with a new way to supply music to the Institute 

until it can be repaired. 
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EPISODES

110
RUMBLE TUMMY TROUBLE: 

Nosemary refuses to eat anything but her regular 
foods. When The Imaginarium kitchen runs out of 
her favorites, she has to try new foods in order to 

get rid of the Rumble Tummy!
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CONCEPT ART
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CONCEPT ART
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“With a meaningful dilemma at the heart of each episode, “Brighty” supports young children’s emerging 
Creative Problem Solving skills. The series showcases the power of imagination and celebrates everyone’s 
capacity to devise unique solutions and bring about positive change. The show empowers young children 
with the tools to engage with challenging problems and fosters the confidence and innovative thinking 
that will spark the brightest of ideas”.   Beth A. Richman, Ed.M.

BRIGHTY - CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
by Beth A. Richman, Ed.M.

Beth Richman is President of BlueBird Media Consulting LLC and 
holds a Master of Education from Harvard University. She has spent 
the past two decades of her career as a Content Specialist and 
Qualitative Researcher, helping to create media that connects with 
children, supports their development and inspires them through 
entertaining and engaging stories. Beth offers particular expertise in 
designing educational goals for curriculum-based products, as well as 
in reviewing scripts, song lyrics, storyboards, animatics, and online 
games to ensure that they are as educationally sound as possible.

         CLICK TO DOWNLOAD FULL
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW TRANSCRIPT .PDF

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W2mPapj_DVajpoa5B6zCClwgmLGWXvsi/view?usp=sharing
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